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Recent work has revealed important new discoveries on the cellular mechanisms of working memory (WM). These
findings have motivated several seemingly conflicting theories on the mechanisms of short-term memory main-
tenance. Here, we summarize the key insights gained from these new experiments and critically evaluate them in
light of three hypotheses: classical persistent activity, activity-silent, and dynamic coding. The experiments dis-
cussed include the first direct demonstration of persistently active neurons in the human medial temporal lobe
that form static attractors with relevance to WM, single-neuron recordings in the macaque prefrontal cortex that
show evidence for both persistent and more dynamic types of WM representations, and noninvasive neuroimag-
ing in humans that argues for activity-silent representations. A key insight that emerges from these new results
is that there are several neural mechanisms that support the maintenance of information in WM. Finally, based
on established cognitive theories of WM, we propose a coherent model that encompasses these seemingly contra-
dictory results. We propose that the three neuronal mechanisms of persistent activity, activity-silent, and dynamic
coding map well onto the cognitive levels of information processing (within focus of attention, activated long-term
memory, and central executive) that Cowan’s WMmodel proposes.
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Introduction

Working memory (WM, see Table 1 for a list of
acronyms) is the capacity to hold and manipulate
information in mind.1 WM is a fundamental cogni-
tive function that allows us to execute complex tasks
in a constantly changing environment.1 Recent
years have brought substantial advancement in the
field of WM and this has driven an emergence of
new hypotheses regarding the neuronal mechanism
of how we hold and manipulate items in mind. The
goal of this review is to describe these new discover-
ies and consider them in the context of established
cognitive frameworks of WM. Our focus here is on
new discoveries made at the single neuron level,
which provides an unprecedented opportunity to
directly observe the mechanisms that support WM.

Here, we summarize findings that together show
that items in WM can be stored using two kinds
of mechanisms: one decodable from neural activ-
ity measured by electrophysiological or metabolic
means and one that is not (Fig. 1). Next, we examine
the newly emerging view that there are two forms of
active representations that maintain working mem-
ories: stable, persistently active neurons anddynam-
ically active neurons. We conclude by proposing
how these three different types of cellular mecha-
nisms for maintaining information fit into the cog-
nitive frameworks of WM.

Single-cell evidence for persistent activity

Almost 50 years ago, scientists for the first time
observed neurons that continue to fire during
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Table 1. Acronyms

ALM Anterior lateral motor cortex
BOLD-fMRI Blood-oxygen-level-dependent

functional magnetic resonance
imaging

EEG Electroencephalogram
FEF Frontal eye field
IPS Intraparietal sulcus
LFP Local field potentials
LTM Long-term memory
MTL Medial temporal lobe
PA Persistent activity (of neurons)
PCA Principal component analysis
PFC Prefrontal cortex
STSP Short-term synaptic plasticity
WM Working memory

the maintenance period after the end of stimulus
presentation.2 Such activity can last for many sec-
onds and is stimulus specific: cells continue to fire
only if their preferred stimulus (which typically
is a specific sensory input or the direction of an
instructed motor movement to be executed later)
is held in WM. This pattern of activity has become
known as persistent activity (PA, also called delay
activity) because it outlasts the time of stimulus pre-
sentation. Subsequently, PA has become the central
element in theories of the neuronal mechanism of
WM.3 To date, signatures of PA have been observed
at the single-cell level in many brain areas, species,
and experimental paradigms.4–16
In addition to much work in animal models,

recent work has revealed direct evidence for PA
and its relevance to WM in humans.17,18 This work
was performed as part of invasive monitoring for
seizure localization, a clinical procedure for which
depth electrodes with embedded microwires are
implanted in human patients suffering from drug-
resistant epilepsy.19 Using this method, the elec-
trical activity of individual neurons is recorded
while patients perform cognitive tasks.20 The first
direct evidence for WM relevant PA in human
neurons17,18 shows that highly selective “concept”
cells in the humanmedial temporal lobe (MTL) can
remain active for several seconds if the concept that
activates these neurons is held in WM (Fig. 2A).
Concept cells are a type of cell whose properties
have been studied extensively in humans and are
therefore relatively well understood.21,22 However,
so far, concept cells have been viewed as represent-

ing aspects of declarativememories and not those of
WM.23 Persistently active concept cells were found
in multiple areas of the MTL, including the hip-
pocampus, amygdala, parahippocampal cortex, and
entorhinal cortex. The strength of this activity pre-
dicted behavior and scaled with WM load.17 In
addition, nonstimulus-specific PA in the MTL has
also been observed.17,24 Together, this body of work
reveals evidence for persistently active cells in the
human MTL whose activity is related to WM.

Attractors as a framework to study PA

What are the mechanisms that give rise to sus-
tained neuronal activity? One possibility is cell
autonomous mechanisms, which exist in cer-
tain specialized cells,25,26 including in humans.27
Another possibility is at the network level, facil-
itated by recurrent synaptic connections. By and
large, current theories assume that the PA that
gives rise toWM is due to network-level effects.26,28
However, inmost experiments conducted so far (see
Ref. 7 for a notable exception), it remains unknown
whether the observed PA is indeed dependent
on network-level interactions rather than cell-
autonomous mechanisms. The contribution of cell-
autonomous PA to WM thus remains an important
open question.
A useful theoretical framework to conceptualize

network-level PA is that of attractors, which are sta-
ble patterns of neural activity that are maintained
through recurrent excitation.29,30 Each possible pat-
tern constitutes a different possible item held in
WM. There are two different classes of attractor
models that are typically considered in this con-
text: continuous attractor networks, which have a
continuum of stable states ideal for encoding ana-
log variables, and discrete attractors networks that
have a countable number of possible discrete states
that compete with each other. Recent single-neuron
studies in several different species (mice, rhesus,
and humans) have provided direct experimental
evidence for the presence of such attractors during
WMmaintenance and their relation to behavior.We
will next summarize these key findings.
Recently, we used demixed PCA to assess the

population dynamics associated with the identity of
stimuli held in WM.17,31 This revealed that during
WM maintenance, the speed of the neuronal tra-
jectories in the dimensions associated with stimulus
identity was low (comparable to the speed present at
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Figure 1. Summary of theories of the neuronal mechanisms supporting workingmemory. (A) The persistent activity framework
proposes that memoranda are maintained by the sustained firing of stimulus-specific groups of neurons. A decoder trained in
one period of time should be able to decode information at a different point of time (“1” versus “2” periods indicated). (B) The
activity-silent framework proposes that information held in WM is not visible by observing the activity of individual neurons.
(C) The dynamic coding framework proposes that the neurons carrying information about a specific item change as function of
time relative to the onset of the maintenance period. For example, some neurons encode the identity of an item only at a specific
period of time. In the figure, three neurons are shown, all of which represent item A, but during different periods of time, with
some neurons “ramping down” their activity (top), whereas others firing only during specific periods of time. A decoder trained
at one point of time will thus not generalize to a different point of time (“1” versus “2” periods indicated).

baseline). At the same time, we found that the dis-
tance between the trajectories associated with dif-
ferent items was high. This suggests that neuronal
activity was pulled to a particular area in state space
and then remained there, which is the definition of a
discrete attractor (Fig. 2B).29 These attractors were
behaviorally relevant: the distance of the neuronal
trajectory in a given trial to the center of the attrac-
tor was correlated with later accuracy and reaction
time for a test stimulus. This revealed that in trials
when activity drifted away from the center of the
attractor, the quality of the memory decreased.
Another study has shown evidence for contin-

uous “bump attractors” by revealing a direct rela-
tion between attractor dynamics and behavior.32
A bump attractor is a type of continuous attrac-
tor, where activity forms a bell-shape like pat-
tern of activity that is centered on the value of
a currently maintained memorandum. Monkeys
performed an oculomotor spatial WM task that
required memorizing one of eight possible spatial
locations. During maintenance, the authors found
stimulus-specific PA in the prefrontal cortex. The
fluctuations in activity of these neurons correlated
trial-by-trial with inaccuracies of the behavioral
response (Fig. 2C). These fluctuations were such

that neurons that encoded positions adjacent to the
currently cued location increased their firing rate
proportionally to the behavioral bias toward the
position preferred by a given cell. This linear rela-
tionship could be explained by continuous, but not
by discrete attractor dynamics,32 thereby revealing
experimental evidence for continuous attractors rel-
evant for WM at the single-cell level.
Attractor dynamics were also closely examined in

a study in which mice needed to maintain informa-
tion about the position of a reward (left or right).7
First, extracellular recordings in the anterior lateral
motor cortex (ALM) revealed evidence for strong
memory content–specific PA that formed attractors
in state space. Critically, the authors showed that
the PA in this case was not due to cell-autonomous
PA. To achieve this, they hyperpolarized persis-
tently active cells using whole-cell recordings. This
abolished spiking activity but not other signs of
persistent synaptic activation as measured by the
subthreshold membrane potential, thereby reveal-
ing a network-level origin of PA in ALM.33 This
is, to our knowledge, the strongest in-vivo demon-
stration of the network origin of PA during WM
thus far. Second, strong optogenetic inhibition of
ALM cells abolished the ability of mice to maintain
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Figure 2. Persistent activity represented by attractor dynamic. (A) Example of a persistently active concept cell recorded in the
human amygdala. Subjects memorized up to three images presented sequentially (encoding 1–3). Top: post stimulus time his-
togram. Middle: periods of significance (black) between the preferred versus nonpreferred stimuli of this cell. Bottom: raster plot
of trials reordered according to condition. During maintenance, the activity of this cell is characterized by sustained activity only
when the preferred image of the cell is held in memory (blue) but not when other stimuli are held in memory (gray). Adapted
from Ref. 17. (B) Trajectories in neural state space formed by a population of persistently active concept cells in the humanMTL.
Trajectories are projected into the 3D space formed by the three demixed principal components (dPCs) associated with picture
identity. Periods of time shown are encoding (thin line) and maintenance (thick line). Colors mark different images. Note how
during maintenance, activity settles at points in space that separate by memory content (attractors). Adapted from Ref. 17. (C)
Neuron whose activity is indicative of a continuous attractor during a delayed oculomotor task in rhesus monkey. Firing rate of
stimulus-selective neurons is sorted vertically according to preferred location. Note how activity drifts away from the initial posi-
tion (left) as time progresses. This drift predicts behavioral errors (right). Adapted from Ref. 50. (D) Persistent activity recorded
in mouse ALM during a task with variable delay durations. Blue color marks prefered location. (E) Population activity in mouse
ALM shows characteristic of a discrete attractor. Shown is a projection of the population activity onto the axis that maximally
distinguishing between the two possible conditions (left or right). Blue color (left panel) denotes correct lick-right trials, and red
denotes correct lick-left trials. Dark blue and dark red (right panel) denote incorrect lick-right and lick-left trials, respectively.
Dashed lines denote trajectories of unperturbed correct trials, whereas solid lines denote perturbed trials. Light blue band on the
top shows time of photoinhibition. Note how the neural activity after offset of inhibition is pulled toward one of the two possible
trajectories, as expected from an attractor. Adapted from Ref. 7.

information in WM, showing the necessity of these
cells for information maintenance. Weak inhibi-
tion, on the other hand, revealed a remarkable phe-
nomenon: in some trials, such inhibition led to an
error, whereas in others it did not. In error tri-
als, the PA following offset of the inhibition resem-
bled that of the opposite direction (that was not
cued), whereas in correct trials, activity returned
to the cued direction. Thus, the pattern of neu-
ronal activity was attracted toward one of two dis-
crete states (attractors, Fig. 2E) to which activity

returned after transient disruption. Together, this
study shows compelling evidence for network-level
PA that forms discrete attractors.
The study of Inagaki et al.7 revealed a critical

difference between when the maintenance duration
was of fixed versus randomized duration: stable PA
was observed only in the latter (Fig. 2D). In contrast,
for fixed durations, stimulus selective delay-period
activity was characterized by slow, ramping activity.
While not classically expected from discrete attrac-
tor dynamics, slow ramping can be incorporated
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into discrete attractor networks by making network
activitymove slowly to the attractor center.8 Indeed,
in their analysis, Inagaki et al. showed that all other
characteristics of neuronal activity, such as trajec-
tory recovery and the bimodal distribution of end-
points, showed that these dynamics were neverthe-
less compatiblewith discrete attractor states. Similar
ramping activity for fixed but not variable length
delay periods has also been observed in macaque
PFC.34 These data point out an important insight: in
the presence of predictable delay-period durations,
PA can also reflect aspects of time progression. It is
therefore critical to randomize maintenance dura-
tions to differentiate these different modes of delay-
period activity. Note, in our human experiments,17
delay-period durationwas randomized by±150ms,
which has much less variance than the seconds in
the rhesus and mice tasks discussed above.7,34
In the work discussed above, two different types

of attractors were identified (continuous versus dis-
crete). However, this difference could be a function
of the different task designs.Whereas in the study of
Inagaki et al., animals made a choice from two well-
defined, discreet positions, in the study of Wimmer
et al., monkeys needed to remember a cue position
in continuous space. These two tasks thus had dif-
ferent demands, which might have resulted in dif-
ferent network dynamics. Overall, the summarized
work shows that attractor network dynamics are a
powerful framework to test the characteristics of
delay-period activity.

Interactions between WM and long-term
memory

Cowan proposed the embedded-processes organi-
zation of WM, which can be divided into three lev-
els: (1) long-term memory (LTM), (2) part of LTM
currently activated, and (3) subset of activated LTM
currently in focus of attention.35–37 In this view,
the capacity of the third level (the focus of atten-
tion) is limited to a few (typically 4) items.36,37 In
contrast, the capacity of the second level (activated
LTM) is unlimited but subject to decay and inter-
ference. One of the tasks used to test this theory
is the retro-cue paradigm.38,39 In one of the vari-
ants of this task, subjects initially encode two items.
Shortly after, subjects are informed by a retro-cue
about which of the two items is relevant for the
probe question that follows (Fig. 3A). After answer-
ing this probe question, a second retro-cue informs

the subject which of the two items is relevant for
the second probe question. This retro-cue could
either point to the same item which was just tested
in the first part or to the second item, which was
unattended so far. This means that the unattended
item is still relevant as it could be queried in the
second part of the task. In one study by Rose and
colleagues utilizing this paradigm, the two to-be-
remembered items belonged to two different visual
categories (e.g., text or face), thereby allowingmulti-
variate pattern analysis to decode information about
the currently maintained category.40 This analy-
sis revealed that decoding accuracy for the unat-
tended category dropped sharply to chance level
after the first retro-cue. Strikingly, however, infor-
mation about the unattended category reappeared
in the second part of the taskwhen the second retro-
cue pointed to the unattended category (Fig. 3B).
This means that information about the unattended
category was maintained, but this information was
not decodable using this approach. This couldmean
that the mechanism by which attended and unat-
tended information is maintained in WM is differ-
ent (at least at the level of scalp EEG and the BOLD
signal used in those experiments) or that the num-
ber of neurons carrying information in the unat-
tended conditions is too small to be detectable using
these noninvasive methods.
A second striking finding from the retro-cue

experiments is the ability to transiently reactivate
representations of unattended stimuli held in WM.
For example, applying a brief pulse of transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (TMS) after the retro-
cue reactivated information about the unattended
category as shown by above-chance decoding.40
This effect was observed only when TMS was
applied after the first retro-cue but not after the sec-
ond, when information about the unattended cat-
egory was no longer relevant. Interestingly, when
items from the unattended category were used as
a lure during presentation of the first probe, sub-
jects performed more errors following TMS. This
result reveals that information in WM could be
held in two different states: one decodable from
scalp EEG or BOLD signals and the other one not
decodable from these signals. Moreover, a TMS
pulse could bring an unattended item back into
the focus of attention. Similar results were also
observed in a different retro-cue paradigm in which
subjects needed to memorize the orientation of
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Figure 3. Different possible mechanisms of coding information in working memory. (A) Task design of retro-cue paradigm. A
trial starts with presentation of two items from two different categories. After a delay period, a retro-cue indicates which of the
two is relevant for the probe that follows (here: face). After a delay, a probe is shown that requires the subject to perform the task
indicated by the preceding retro-cue. Afterward, a second retro-cue indicates which stimulus is relevant for the second probe,
thereby leading to reactivation of items in WM. Adapted from Ref. 40. (B) Decoding of the identity of the maintained category
based on theBOLD-fMRI signal in the experiment illustrated inA.Circles, triangles, and squaresmark the presentation of stimuli,
retro-cue, and probe, respectively. After presentation of the first retro-cue, decoding accuracy for the unattended item drops to
chance but returns after the second retro-cue when subjects are instructed to bring the back into the focus of attention (blue line).
Adapted fromRef. 40. (C)Dynamic coding of information inmice posterior parietal cortexmeasured using calcium imaging.Note
the sequential activation of cells encoding spatial information. Color code indicates fluorescence intensity. Adapted from Ref. 52.
(D) Mix of stable and dynamic coding in a task in which reward cues are shown as distractors during WMmaintenance. Each (x,
y) point shows the performance of a decoder trained and tested at a different point of time. The square-block “red” shows across-
time generalization of the decoder during the first maintenance period, followed by dynamic coding (diagonal red in lower right).
Adapted from Ref. 56. (E) Stable mnemonic subspace coexists with dynamic activity. Stimulus PC1 and stimulus PC2 represent
the mnemonic subspace, whereas time PC1 represents the dynamic component. Colors mark locations on the screen that animals
needed to memorize. Adapted from Ref. 54.

two gratings.41 In this task, information about the
orientation of gratings was not decodable from
the scalp EEG signal during maintenance. How-
ever, after the researchers presented a high-contrast
“ping” stimulus after the retro-cue, information
about the gratings became decodable from the scalp
EEG signal.
The state when information is still available to

the subject but not decodable from neural activ-
ity has been referred to as an “activity-silent” state
by Stokes.42 Conceptually, we posit that activity-
silent states are similar to the activated LTM level

in Cowan’s model. It has been suggested that infor-
mation in this state is maintained by short-term
synaptic plasticity (STSP) rather than by persis-
tent firing.28,42 Indeed, models show that a mix-
ture of a rate code and STSP can maintain memo-
ries. For instance, Fiebig and Lansner43 proposed
a model of WM that uses a combination of rate
coding and a Hebbian form of spike timing–
dependent STSP. This network is able to hold
multiple items in memory at the same time. In this
network, well-established neuronal patterns can be
held in memory in an activity-silent form for up to
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8 seconds. Also, the network shows primacy and
recency effects, which are commonly observed in
human behavior.44 Moreover, this network can
encode and maintain novel items, which is a fun-
damental property of WM.
Another argument supporting the view that

synaptic plasticity plays a role in WM comes from
single-neuron recordings in humans.17,18 Those
studies showed that neurons in the MTL carried
stimulus-specific information during WM mainte-
nance. At first, this is a puzzling result because the
MTL is principally necessary for encoding LTM,
but not for WM. Indeed, in many studies, subjects
with MTL lesions perform WM tasks as well as
healthy controls.45 However, under more challeng-
ing circumstances, individuals with MTL lesions
also exhibit WM deficits.46 These deficits were
apparent in three situations: (1) when subjects face
interference during the maintenance period, (2)
when the memory load is high, and (3) when the
information needs to be maintained for more than
a few seconds. In all three situations, the probabil-
ity that information inWM drops from the focus of
attention/active maintenance is high. It is thus pos-
sible that, under this situation, WM maintenance
becomes dependent on synaptic plasticity mecha-
nisms within the MTL to recover the information
that was lost from the active WM buffer. Overall,
these experimental findings support a strong inte-
gration between LTMandWM, compatible with the
mechanism that Cowan’s model suggests. Based on
this body of work, we hypothesize that only memo-
randa that are currently in the focus of attention are
represented by PA.
A key missing piece of information is that it is

currently unknown what are the mechanisms that
maintain information outside of the focus of atten-
tion. This is because, so far, the retro-cue paradigm
has only been used with noninvasive brain imag-
ing methods. It is therefore possible that this infor-
mation is still encoded in the firing rate of neu-
rons, but in a manner not decodable noninvasively
(by modulation of neurons in specific ways that do
not result in on-average types of activity measure-
ments). Moreover, in another study using the retro-
cue paradigm, it was observed that while in one area
(visual cortex) information about the unattended
item disappeared, other higher order cortices (IPS
and FEF) continued to maintain this information.47
This shows that in some brain areas there is no dif-

ference in the way attended and unattended infor-
mation is being maintained. Moreover, in a study
where naive monkeys that were never trained on
a WM task passively viewed stimuli, persistent
stimulus-selective activity was observed in some
PFC neurons (but such activity rarely outlasted pre-
sentation of the next stimulus).48 Together, these
experiments suggest that even information outside
of the focus of attention can be represented by PA.
On the other hand, recordings from human MTL
neurons show that stimulus-specific activity is dis-
rupted by the onset of another stimulus if this stim-
ulus follows the previous one rapidly.17,18 This activ-
ity recovers after offset of the second image. This
indicates that, when a subject needed to encode
another stimulus, the activity representing the unat-
tended stimulus that was already in memory was
transiently disrupted. It will be critical to study how
information outside of the focus of attention is being
maintained at the level of single neurons and popu-
lations thereof.

Dynamics of maintenance activity

Are the same neurons representing WM content
throughout the period of time an item is held
in mind? A stable neuronal code is one of the
main characteristics of PA.49,50 One way to test this
attribute of PA is to utilize decoders that are trained
and tested at different periods of time during the
maintenance period. If a decoder successfully gen-
eralizes across different time points, the subset and
tuning of neurons that carry information remain
stable. Alternatively, if the decoder does not gener-
alize across time points, the subset of neurons car-
rying information changes as a function of time
(Fig. 1). This second kind of coding has become
known as dynamic coding, whereas the former is
referred to as static coding.51 For persistently active
concept cells in the MTL,17 cross-time generaliza-
tion is possible across the entire task, thereby show-
ing that humanMTL neurons with PA form a stable
code. However, this does not exclude the simulta-
neous coexistence of more dynamic forms in other
groups of neurons within the same or other brain
areas.
In other tasks, however, some cells with delay-

period activity seem to encode WM content only at
certain times after start of the maintenance period.
Consider, for example, the activity of mice poste-
rior parietal cortex neurons52 during a run through
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a virtual maze. This population of neurons “tile” the
delay period such that a different neuron encodes
the location held in mind at different points of time
(Fig. 3C). Of note, while this phenomenon has been
observed in a large number of calcium imaging
studies, it remains unclear what the activity of these
neurons looks like at the spiking level due to the
complex relationship between spiking and calcium
signals.53

In macaques performing relatively simple
paradigms, a stable code is usually observed during
WM maintenance.50 Comparing coding between
encoding and maintenance, however, reveals that
even in these simple paradigms a lack of cross-time
generalization is sometimes apparent.34 This is
because cells can change or even invert their tuning
between these two stages of the task. How then is it
possible to maintain a stable representation of WM
content between these two stages? Neural popu-
lation analysis and theoretical modeling suggest
that these two are not incompatible: highly stable
mnemonic representation with robust across-time
generalization can exist in the presence of dynamic
coding.34,54 While at the single-neuron level such
dynamic coding presents itself as dynamic selec-
tivity/recruitment, at the population level groups
of such neurons can form perfectly stable repre-
sentations that can be accessed using projection
techniques to the proper mnemonic subspace54
(Fig. 3E). Moreover, dynamic activity can also be
observed in the attractor framework at transition
points, that is, when stimulus-evoked activity is
close to but not at the center of an attractor.55 In
this scenario, during a transient time period after
stimulus removal, activity appears dynamic while
the neural state settles toward the attractor center.
Interestingly, in more complex tasks, macaque

PFC neurons exhibit prominent dynamic coding
during the maintenance period.34,56 For instance,
this phenomenon was observed in macaque ven-
trolateral PFC recordings conducted by Cavanagh
et al. during a delayed oculomotor task with addi-
tional distractors in the form of information about
the reward that is presented in the middle of the
maintenance period or before trial onset. One group
of neurons exhibited cross-time generalization but
stopped doing so if intermittent reward information
was presented (Fig. 3D). A second group of neurons
was characterized only by a dynamic code through-
out the entire task. Also, in another paradigm by

Funahashi and colleagues that required monkeys
to perform an attentional and WM task at the
same time, cells were also characterized by complex
dynamics, with changes in tuning when comparing
the attentional and WM task.56

The fact that this kind of dynamic activity ismore
frequently found in PFC duringmore complex tasks
suggests the hypothesis that this activity might be
a reflection of the part of WM that is referred to
as the central executive in some models. The cen-
tral executive is thought to be a system that controls
attention and the flow of information between dif-
ferent memory buffers (e.g., between the phonolog-
ical loop and the visuospatial sketchpad in the Bad-
deley model).35,57 During complex tasks, animals
need to control attentionmore tightly and exchange
information between memory system. These func-
tionswill be used differently during the course of the
task. Therefore, it is possible that dynamic coding is
a reflection of the neuronal correlates of the central
executive system of WM. Note that while demands
on the “central executive” are higher for complex
tasks, the central executive is also needed even for
simple tasks that require transitions between differ-
ent task phases. Therefore, dynamic activity would
be expected even in simple tasks, such as delayed
response tasks.17

Task sets and executive control of WM

Single-neuron recordings have also provided new
insight into the executive control of WM.58 For
example, during a delayed oculomotor response
task, animals need to keep track of the part of
the task they are in (encoding, maintenance, and
go). While animals require extensive experience to
learn a new task set, humans can do so immedi-
ately following verbal instruction even for novel
tasks. This aspect of WM is essential for flexible
goal-directed behavior. This kind of flexibility is
thought to rely on the PFC,59,60 but it is poorly
understood how verbal instructions are translated
into task sets. One relevant result is the finding that
in the human medial frontal cortex, some neurons
respond selectively only in specific parts of the task,
thereby demarcating transitions between task sets
(encoding, maintenance, and probe).17 These neu-
rons did not carry information about the stimulus
held in mind, but they were modulated by other
aspects of the task. For example, one group of these
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neurons signaled the transition from encoding to
maintenance, whereas another signaled the transi-
tion frommaintenance to probe. Similarly, neurons
in the macaque PFC have been found that respond
only to the probe and whose response discrimi-
nates between whether the probe was a match or
nonmatch.61 While their specific role is unknown,
this work reveals a potential substrate of task sets
that might form the scaffold for the executive con-
trol of WM.
We hypothesize that task sets are necessary to

properly deploy attention during WM tasks. For
example, the encoding part of a WM task has dif-
ferent attentional demands compared to themainte-
nance part: during encoding, subjects need to focus
their attention on the incoming stimulus, whereas
during maintenance they need to change the focus
of attention to internal representations of the stimuli
held inWM and protect this information from out-
side distractors. Such control of the attentional focus
is one of the functions of the central executive.57
Note that these changes of the attentional focus
occur at the time of the start of the encoding,
maintenance, and probe phase of the task. Because
dynamic activity is typically locked to these same
periods of time (and therefore repeatable across tri-
als), we hypothesize that dynamic activity is the
mechanism that implements changes in the focus of
attention.

Cellular nature of memoranda

The new findings summarized above have given
rise to renewed debate regarding the different
ways by which memoranda are expressed at the
single-neuron level.50,62 One the one hand, it is
commonly accepted that there is by now over-
whelming evidence for persistent (or delay period)
activity as a principle mechanism supporting WM
maintenance. On the other hand, more dynamic
forms of delay-period activity have been observed
in monkey PFC. For instance, research utilizing
distractors or dual-task paradigms shows that static
coding by PFC neurons can transiently disappear
without impairing WM at the behavioral level.56 In
our opinion, these experimental findings are not
incompatible with the long-held view that “per-
sistent activity” is critical for WM maintenance.
Rather, they represent the activity of different parts
of the cognitive system (see conclusions).

Figure 4. Illustration of Cowan’s model of working mem-
ory with possible neuronal mechanism associated with each
component indicated. Under this hypothesis, information cur-
rently in the focus of attention is represented by classical persis-
tent activity. Result from the retro-cue paradigm suggests that
information outside of the focus of attention is maintained by
activity-silent states, a form of coding compatible with the acti-
vated long-termmemory (LTM) part of the model. Finally, the
central executive part of the model performs different func-
tions as a trial progresses, thereby implementing task demands.
Here, we propose that dynamic coding is a reflection of this
process.

Before concluding, it is worth noting that a key
difficulty in the field has been caused by an ambigu-
ous and unclear definition of what exactly it means
for a neuron to be “persistently active.” A concise
recent definition offered is “…we define persistent
activity as memorandum-selective activity of sin-
gle neurons that spans the delay interval of WM
tasks.”50 While useful, there are stillmanyways such
activity can be defined quantitatively. Among oth-
ers, criteria that have been used include single-trial
decodability versus on-average analysis,63 across-
time generalization, bursty versus nonbursty fir-
ing, and modulation by simultaneously recorded
LFPs. For example, are neurons that increase their
activity only when certain features of the LFP are
also present persistently active or not?64,65 Some
have argued that such neurons are persistently
active,50 whereas others argue that they are not.62
While it is beyond the scope of this review to
advance a rigorous definition, it is important to keep
in mind these discrepant definitions when relat-
ing the experimental literature to cognitive models
of WM.
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Table 2. Summary of the key evidence for the proposed neuronal mechanisms and their corresponding working
memory concept

Concept
number Working memory concept Neuronal mechanism References

Main results

1 Part of LTM that is currently activated but which is
outside the focus of attention

“Activity-silent” model 17,18,40,42

Non-invasive imaging experiments utilizing the retro-cue paradigm show that information held in WM is decodable
only if subjects focused their attention on it. Human single-neuron data shows that persistent activity is suppressed
while other stimuli are being encoded.

2 Information in focus of attention Persistent activity 7,17,18,32,50
Single-neuron recordings reveal stimulus-selective activity during maintenance of Working memory. The extent of

drift of such persistent activity predicts memory quality. Causal intervention shows that suppression of persistent
activity suppresses memoranda.

3 Central executive Dynamic activity 17,34,56
Dynamic activity is reported more frequently in complex tasks, in which the central executive needs to control

attention more strictly. Activity of the Central Executive changes rapidly during the course of a trial – for example,
when switching from encoding to maintenance. These changes can be represented by dynamic activity. In contrast,
memoranda are stable throughout the trial (persistent activity).

Notes: For each of the three concepts, the first row lists the working memory concept, the neuronal mechanism and key references,
and the second row summarizes the main results that support this neuronal mechanism.

Conclusions

In the past decade, systems neuroscience experi-
ments have started to provide exciting and often
seemingly contradictory new insights about WM
at the single-neuron level. By employing decoding,
state-space modeling and optogenetics, this work
has revealed unprecedented new insights into the
neuronal mechanism governing WM. While these
new results reveal a complex mixture of underly-
ing mechanisms, these findings are compatible with
established cognitive frameworks ofWM.35,57,58,66,67
Here, we propose that PA acts as the mechanism
for representing and maintaining memoranda that
are in the focus of attention (Fig. 4). This informa-
tion can drop outside of the focus of attention to a
less active and degraded form. Such activity-silent
representations are likely supported by short-term
synaptic changes. Finally, dynamic activity/coding
is a good candidate to take on the role of the central
executive process, because its activity will change
with task demands (for instance, switching from
encoding to maintenance). In contrast, mnemonic
information about stimuli held inmind will stay the
same. Together, this hypothesis thus suggests that
the seemingly disparate experimental findings can

be explained in a coherent way by relating them to
different cognitive aspects of WM (see Table 2 for
a summary of how the different experimental find-
ings map onto the different aspects ofWMmodels).
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